Saturn 2001

Had to replace the alternator rebuild it actually one month after the warranty expired, along with
the battery. This car is the best car I have ever owned. It has given me no headaches, and is
completely reliable. I could drive this car across the country and not think twice about it.
Overall, I would highly recommend a Saturn, especially if one is on a budget. It's a better car
than my Saab my previous car. Review Date: 16th June, A number of other little issues popped
up with the vehicle; just an overall decline in performance. So I did some research and learned
how to work on it myself, and found it delightfully easy to service. I did the following:. All of this
was very simple, and I saved myself hundreds by doing away with mechanics. In an auto!
Because of how delighted I've been with the car and how easy it's been to service, I bought
myself a very inexpensive SC2 fixer-upper. It needs a lot of work, but I love the car already!
Review Date: 19th September, Overall, the car was great for daily commutes. When I was a
student, I used the car to go back and forth from Toronto to Halifax. I usually put about km in
about every month when I had it. Just did the regular oil changes, and away she goes. Did not
have a single mechanical issue; very bad handling though. Review Date: 14th June, There were
an increasing number of small things, especially after 80K miles. But, finally, about 90K miles,
the trans slipped from Drive to 2nd one or two times. The people at our local trans shop said it
would get worse in about 35K to 50K miles. After that, we took the other car on trips. After the
last winter though, the doors began to creak, like the salt had gotten into them, and the trans
slipped a bit more often, sometimes even slipping back! I cannot say enough about how well the
car handled - it handled well in all kinds of weather, always getting us home thru wind, blizzards
and ice over the years. Review Date: 25th February, Saturn mooched its motors and
transmission and other parts and designs off of other GM brands, mostly Chevy. And that's one
of the reasons why GM quit production on Saturn line ups. Have to bend a tab in gas cap door
to shut it occasionally. General Comments: This car is the best car I have ever owned. Comment
on this review. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this review. Summary: Fun,
economical, and reliable but it's best to service it yourself! Faults: - Rear brake drum failed at
97, miles because I didn't address the noise it was making , and made a frightening noise all the
way home. General Comments: A number of other little issues popped up with the vehicle; just
an overall decline in performance. I did the following: - Replaced starter. Ignition cylinder is
loose on many SL1's. General Comments: Overall, the car was great for daily commutes. When I
purchased the car, it had km, and when I sold it, it had over km. Summary: If they still made this
car, I would have bought a new one! Faults: There were an increasing number of small things,
especially after 80K miles. The only issue involved the snow. If it was too deep, it would get
stuck. Saturn never had its own engine or transmission! And Saturn was a niche mooching
brand. Reply to this comment. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this comment. Next
Page of Reviews Write a Review. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your
inbox. Sporty 5 speed Wife loves it but looking for a van Would consider trade for van of equal
value. Runs great. Would be great for student or new driver. Great on gas! Love the sporty
manual drive! Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar
vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it
a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is
priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price.
This vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average
Price. Contact seller for details. Filter Results 2 2 Saturn for sale. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat
0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please
enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter
a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max
payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Coupe 2. Blue 1. Red 1. Must be greater
than Min Kilometres. Front Wheel Drive 2. Gasoline 2. Manual 2. With Photos. With Price. NEW
Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email
address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader
Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 2.
Click here to try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage , km. List your car here! List your
car for free. Used Vehicle Mashup: Family Crossovers. Used Car Reviews. Find your next car by
browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Saturn inventory from local Saturn dealerships and
private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and
recall history of every Saturn model with similar vehicles. Learn more about the newest models
from Saturn. L Series Sedan. L Series Wagon. LS 4dr Sedan. LW 4dr Wagon. SW 4dr Wagon.
Show all models. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the
bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale
are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer

telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information.
Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe
for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! This page is for personal, non-commercial use. The amount you can
expect to pay if you buy aSaturn from a private seller. The amount you can expect to pay if you
buy aSaturn from a dealer. Based on the Black Book value of a Saturn, this is the amount you
can expect to receive for yourSaturn if you sell it to the dealer at the same time you are
purchasing a new vehicle. The amount you can expect to actually receive for yourSaturn if you
sell it privately. We've ranked all the pickup trucks that have been on the market for at least
three years by resale value. See how much each vehicle depreciates right here. Some cars
depreciate a lot more than others. These are the vehicles that lost the most value after three
years of ownership. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Articles Articles.
Jan 14, Official. Joel Stocksdale. Nov 19, Featured. Jeremy Korzeniewski. Oct 14, Featured. Aug
25, Official. Aug 19, Official. Aug 5, Featured. Jul 20, Featured. Jun 15, Car Buying. Great Auto
Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on
the lender or dealer you are matched with. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Adorned with thousands of
beautiful ringlets, Saturn is unique among the planets. It is not the only planet to have
ringsâ€”made of chunks of ice and rockâ€”but none are as spectacular or as complicated as
Saturn's. Ten Things to Know About Saturn. Saturn is the sixth planet from our Sun a star and
orbits at a distance of about million miles 1. Saturn takes about But it might have a solid core
somewhere in there. Saturn's atmosphere is made up mostly of hydrogen H 2 and helium He.
Saturn has 53 known moons with an additional 29 moons awaiting confirmation of their
discoveryâ€”that is a total of 82 moons. Saturn has the most spectacular ring system, with
seven rings and several gaps and divisions between them. Few missions have visited Saturn:
Pioneer 11 and Voyagers 1 and 2 flew by; But Cassini orbited Saturn times from to Saturn
cannot support life as we know it, but some of Saturn's moons have conditions that might
support life. Earthlings cannot see Saturn's rings when the rings are edge-on as viewed from
the Earth. They are barely visible through powerful telescopes. Perhaps the most iconic of all
the planets in our solar system, Saturn is heavily present in pop culture. In Tim Burton's film
Beetlejuice , a dusty, fictional Saturn is populated by giant sandworms. And in the movie
Interstellar , the wormhole that enables the astronauts to travel to another galaxy appears near
Saturn. Kid-Friendly Saturn. The rings we see are made of groups of tiny ringlets that surround
Saturn. Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun and the second largest planet in our solar
system. The Latest. Jewel of the Solar System. Saturn, Approaching Northern Summer. In one
of nature's most dramatic examples of "now-you see-them, now-you-don't," NASA's Hubble
Space Telescope captured Saturn as the planet's magnificent ring system turned edge-on. Like
Jupiter, Saturn is mostly a ball of hydrogen and helium. JPL's lucky peanuts are an unofficial
tradition at big mission events. Saturn and Jupiter's Great Conjunction. Skywatchers are in for a
treat soon as Jupiter and Saturn appear to merge into what's become popularly known as the
"Christmas Star. The Great Conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn. Tips for photographing the sky
during December's conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter. How to Photograph the Conjunction of
Saturn and Jupiter. A planet in an unlikely orbit around a double star light-years away may offer
a clue to a mystery closer to home: the hypothesized "Planet Nine. New research on nine
craters on Saturn's largest moon Titan provides details about how weathering affects the
surface â€” and what lies beneath. The nex
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t full Moon will be on the morning of Halloween, Saturday, Oct. This page showcases our
resources for those interested in learning more about Saturn and Titan. Saturn and Titan

Resources. Dragonfly Launch Moved to Cassini mission data provides strong evidence that the
northern hemisphere of the moon has been resurfaced with ice from its interior. The next full
Moon will be midday on Monday, August 3, Hubble Sees Summertime on Saturn. What drives
Perseverance's mission and what will it do at the Red Planet? Here are seven things to know.
NASA's Curiosity Mars rover has started a road trip that will continue through the summer
across roughly a mile 1. The competition will help advance the design of a mechanical rover to
explore the surface of Venus. The next full Moon will be early Sunday morning, July 5, There
also will be a partial penumbral eclipse of the Moon. You may be able to help Curiosity rover
drivers better navigate Mars using the online tool AI4Mars to label terrain features.

